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Abstract

The rheological properties of fluid systems govern the efficiency and quality of a production process. For certain materials, i.e. non-Newtonian fluids, the change in shear rate leads to the change of local viscosity, while the conductivity also changes due to the change in micro-structure of the material by varying shear rate. This paper provides a method of measuring the local velocity of shampoo in an in-line pipeline loop using electrical resistance tomography (ERT). Boundary voltages are measured by ITS P2000 ERT system and processed into a 2-D conductivity distribution in a MATLAB based ERT tool kit – EIDORS. Linear-back projection (LBP) method is used for solving the inverse problem. The change in shear rate leads to a micro-structure change in the shampoo, resulting in an annular conductivity distribution in the cross-sectional view of the pipeline. By varying the flow rate, different changes in conductivity can be obtained. A velocity profile of shampoo is calculated based on the change in conductivity, giving a method to realise in-line rheometer by ERT.
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1. Introduction

The rheological properties of fluid systems govern the efficiency and quality of a production process. Traditional method is to transfer off-line rheological properties by off-line rheometers to a real process flow, with unsatisfactory results in most cases. The reason of this failure is that an off-line analysis can only provide a retrospective snapshot of the sample rheology, which may not reflect the sample behaviour of the flow sample, particular for non-Newtonian flow, before or after the sampling time. As most fluids in chemical industry are non-Newtonian, an increasing demand has been placed for an in-line rheometer to obtain in-line and real-time rheological flow properties.

Many techniques were investigated to visualise flow in the process line. Some commercialised process rheometers, e.g. Brookfield and TA Instrument Rheometers, are commonly used in laboratory with limited success, because these rheometers use the same techniques as traditional off-line rheometers those have a low rate of data acquisition. New techniques were suggested in many literatures, including ultrasound Doppler velocity profiling techniques (UVP) [1, 2], laser Doppler anemometry measurements of velocity profile in combination with pressure difference (LDA-PD) [3, 4], optical tomography [5], nuclear-based imaging techniques and viscometers based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [6, 7]. However, limitations by using the above techniques are observed. The optical tomography and the laser techniques are limited to transparent and dilute system [1]. The rheometer by nuclear and NMR technique is seldom used in actual process lines due to the safety and economical issues. Ultrasound is the most popular technique, but is restricted to be used when adding particles as the tracer or when measuring velocity of dispersed phase in a two-phase flow system [8, 9]. Ultrasound technique is also heavily affected by any air within the system, thus limited in applications [10].

In recent decades, electrical tomography was investigated for many industrial processes as it is a non-intrusive technique and has many advantages over other tomography techniques, e.g. low cost, no radiation, easy implementation and
high speed. The fundamental of electrical tomography is to image an electrical property distribution within an object (vessel) by measuring electrical properties from a series of electrodes mounted on the surface of the object (vessel). The electrical property can be resistance/conductance, known as electrical resistance tomography (ERT) for measuring conductive material, or capacitance, known as electrical capacitance tomography (ECT), which is suitable for an image of dielectric materials [11]. ERT is more suitable to visualise shampoo due to it being conductive, the conductivity of which is more than 100 times of tap water.

Common method for measuring the velocity profile is to add a tracer into the fluid. By detecting the tracer(s) from sensors, the time difference between the two or more sensors can be calculated by a cross-correlation method and the velocity profile is then obtained as the distance between sensors is known. The cross-correlation based method has been published with some success in obtaining velocity profile for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids [12, 13, 14]. Generally, the tracers are of three types: (1) nuclear-based tracer, such as positron emission or radioactive particles, which is used for nuclear based rheometer (2) optical particle for optical tomography, (3) other particles, which are used to make a contrast to the sample that can be detected by sensors, e.g. air bubbles, metal and plastic beads [10]. However, the challenge of adding the tracer is that the cross-sectional position of the tracer always changes due to the density of the tracer, resulting in inaccurate localised information. In practical situation, it is undesirable to add any tracer to the product fluid in an industrial process line.

To avoid the drawbacks from adding a tracer, the authors [15] introduced an idea of estimating local velocity of shampoo in a pipeline using ERT. This paper details the method and compares it to theoretical models. This method is based on the fact that the conductivity varies with the micro-structure change due to the local shear rate. The viscosity and conductivity response to shear rate is investigated by a tomography rheometer system.
2. Shampoo behaviour: viscosity and conductivity response to shear rate

As a common industrial product, shampoo is a cleaning agent for personal care, in particular for hair care. The primary ingredients of shampoo include water, surfactants, thickeners, conditioning agents, oil and special additives. The recipe of shampoo is relevant to many factors that make the shampoo behaviour much more complicated than any Newtonian material, e.g. water and oil. Generally, a formulated shampoo shows shear thinning behaviour that its viscosity is not just a function of temperature, but of the shear rate, i.e. at a fixed temperature, the viscosity of a shear thinning material decreases as the shear rate increases. As the shear rate differs in the pressure driven flow, this change in shear rate would result in the variance of the local viscosity and conductivity.

The viscosity and conductivity response of the shampoo to shear rate can be analysed by shearing the sample in a tomography rheometer. The tomography rheometer, as shown in Figure [1], is in a ‘cup and bob’ structure, measuring the torque corresponding to a selected rotational speed applied to the bob. For tomography purpose, the rheometer is made of plastic. The flow produced by the rotating bob in the cup is small, remaining Couette flow [16]. As the conductivity of the shampoo is temperature dependent, it is essential to eliminate the effect from any temperature change. The tomography rheometer is completed by a heating jacket, so that the temperature of the sample flow can be controlled and remained by water bath. The temperature can be monitored by a thermometer probe (Pico PT100) having a resolution of 0.1 °C. In the experiment, temperature was held at 21 °C. The conductivity of shampoo sample is $2.7 \text{ S m}^{-1}$ at this temperature without shearing.

The central tube (cup) has an inner diameter of 4.2 cm and two planes of sixteen 0.2 cm in diameter circular electrodes towards the bottom, which allow the use of ERT. The agitator (bob) is concentric to the cup with a diameter of 3.7 cm, therefore there is a gap of approx. 0.25 cm in between the cup and bob,
which allows about 60 ml of sample to be tested in the tomography rheometer. ITS P2000 ERT system was employed for measuring the boundary voltages between electrode pairs. The data acquisition setting is detailed in Table [1]. Due to the size of the agitator, only the voltages between adjacent electrode pairs were measured. The relative change in conductivity ($\%\sigma_r$) is directly calculated by the measured voltages,

$$\%\sigma_r = \frac{I}{V_m} - \frac{I}{V_0} \approx \left( \frac{V_0}{V_m} - 1 \right) \times 100$$

(1)

where $I$ is the injected current, which is a constant, $V_m$ and $V_0$ are the mean voltages of all adjacent pairs with and without shearing. The shear rate is set
to increase from 0.9 s\(^{-1}\) to 57.6 s\(^{-1}\) and decrease back down to 0.9 s\(^{-1}\). Conductivity of shampoo at each shear rate is calculated from a repeat of 250 frames of voltage measurements. An interval of 2 minutes was taken for every 50 frames. Ten-minute interval was taken as changing to the next shear rate, to make sure no transient change in the viscosity, e.g. relaxation.

### Table 1: ITS P2000 Data Acquisition Settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitation frequency</td>
<td>9.6 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling time interval (between frames)</td>
<td>0 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples per frame</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frames per download</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inject current</td>
<td>75 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling strategy</td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay cycles</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change in shear rate governs the viscosity change, meanwhile, conductivity changes due to the change in micro-structure of the sample by varying the shear rate. Shampoo is made up of elongated micelles. With the increase of the shear rate, these micelles start to align, this means that it is easier for electrons to flow past the micelles. As the shear rate continuously increases, these micelles become fully aligned, making the viscosity reduces as the micelles can easily move past each other (they move past each other at a constant shear stress), this allows the electron to move more freely, thus increasing the conductivity. At a very high shear rate, ions are broken free from the micelles, increasing the conductivity more. Figure 2 shows the dynamic viscosity and relative change in conductivity of shampoo corresponding to the shear rate. The red circular points are the viscosity/conductivity response to the increasing shear rate, whilst the blue diamond points are the response to the decreasing shear rate. Significant decrease of viscosity occurs when the shear rate reaches 7.2 s\(^{-1}\) whilst the conductivity of shampoo increases with the increase in the
shear rate. By increasing shear rate from 0.9 s$^{-1}$ to 57.6 s$^{-1}$, the viscosity decreases by approx. 70% and the relative change in conductivity increases by 1%. However, when the shear rate decreases back to 0.9 s$^{-1}$, the viscosity is 30% higher than the sample without shearing and the conductivity decreases by about 0.4%. Two possible reasons for this difference in conductivity are (1) the defects in shampoo structure caused by increasing shear rate and (2) the very thin boundary layer of material forming at the outside of the viscometer, which does not influence the bulk viscosity, but leads to an electrically low resistance path for the charge carrying particles to flow through.

![Graph showing dynamic viscosity and relative change in conductivity vs. shear rate](image)

Figure 2: Shampoo’s viscosity and conductivity response to shear rate

3. Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT)

The ERT sensor mounted on the pipeline loop consists of 6 planes of 16 electrodes. The adjacent measurement strategy was used, which is to inject current between two adjacent electrodes and measure the voltage of all other two adjacent electrode pairs. Thus, 104 independent voltage measurements were
taken for each plane and 624 measurements in total. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the ERT system is calculated by,

\[
\text{SNR} = 10 \log_{10} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (v_i - \bar{v})^2}
\]  

(2)

where \(v_i\) and \(\bar{v}\) are the measured voltages of \(i^{th}\) frame and the mean voltages of \(n\) frames, \(n = 50\). Note that \(\text{SNR}\) is a vector which contains 624 elements, responding to the SNR of each channel. By averaging the 624 elements, the mean SNR of the ERT system with the sensor full of shampoo is 59.8 dB.

Two basic problems need to be solved for an ERT system. One is forward problem, which is to calculate electrical field between electrode pairs with a known sensor structure and generate a Jacobian matrix of sensitivity distribution. The other is inverse problem, in which the conductivity distribution is determined from the measured boundary voltage data.

To calculate a sensitivity matrix for a 2-D ERT system, an electrostatic field can be assumed as the excitation frequency is low. According to the Maxwell’s equations, the internal electric charge of the electrostatic field is zero, which gives

\[
\nabla (\sigma(x,y) \nabla \phi(x,y)) = 0
\]  

(3)

where \(\sigma(x,y)\) the conductivity distribution and \(\phi(x,y)\) is the electrical potential distribution.

Many numerical methods are used for solving the partial differential equations in forward problem, such as finite element method (FEM), boundary element method (BEM) and finite difference method (FDM). In this paper, the forward problem has been solved by a MATLAB based ERT toolkit-Electrical Impedance Tomography and Diffusion Optical Tomography Reconstruction Software (EIDORS). The mathematical theory behind the function in the software was introduced in [17] [18]. EIDORS uses FEM, which is to mesh the sensing area domain \(\Omega\) into numbers of non-uniform non-overlapping elements (normally in triangular shape for the 2-D modelling). The sensitivity in \(\Omega\) can be written
as a function of electrical field.

\[ S_{i,j} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma_k \int_{\Omega_k} \nabla \phi_i \cdot \nabla \phi_j \, dx \, dy \quad (4) \]

where \( \sigma_k \) is the conductivity of element \( k \). For generating a sensitivity matrix, a homogeneous conductivity distribution is used, i.e. \( \sigma_k \) is set to a constant within the domain. \( \phi_i \) and \( \phi_j \) are the potential distribution when inject current at electrode pair \( i \) and \( j \), \( K \) is the total number of elements in the domain.

Many reconstruction methods were undertaken for solving the ill-posed inverse problem of ERT. The most commonly used method in industry is Linear-back projection (LBP), which is compromised between imaging speed and image quality. The conductivity distribution, \( g \), in sensing domain is calculated by a linearised relationship between the boundary voltage, associated with conductance, and sensitivity matrix \( S \) calculated by Eq. (4),

\[ g = S^{-1} \lambda \quad (5) \]

where \( \lambda \) is the change in boundary voltage. Unfortunately, the inverse of \( S \) does not exist because it is a non-square matrix. If \( S \) is considered as a linear mapping from the conductivity vector space to the boundary voltage space, \( S^T \) can be considered as a related mapping. An approximated solution \( \hat{g} \) can be expressed as

\[ \hat{g} = \frac{S^T \lambda}{S^T \mu} \quad (6) \]

where \( \mu \lambda \) is an identity vector.

A 2-D model of 16 electrodes was built in MATLAB using EIDORS, the radius of which is 1.75 cm. The image area was meshed into 538 triangular elements. The forward problem was solved by the four-electrode adjacent method and the sensitivity matrix is obtained. The images were reconstructed by Eq. (6) using differential data, which are the differences between the boundary voltages of the homogeneous phase (reference data) and the boundary voltages of the inhomogeneous phase (measurement data).
4. Estimation of the inline velocity profile based on ERT

The idea of estimating velocity of shampoo by varying flow rate comes from the knowledge of the capillary rheometer, as shown in Figure 3. According to Macosko [20], this rheometer is based on four assumptions: (1) the sample laminar flow should be fully developed, steady and isothermal; (2) there is no velocity along $r$ and $\theta$ direction; (3) there is no slip at the walls and (4) the fluid is incompressible with viscosity independent of pressure.

![Figure 3: Sketch of velocity and shear stress in pipeline](image)

An experiment was conducted with a recycled in-line process pipeline system, the piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) is shown in Figure 4. The system consists of a 60l vessel with an agitator in the centre and a pump which circulates shampoo from the vessel around the system. The agitator allows mixing the shampoo in the vessel with the recycled shampoo. The pump was fully controlled by the control panel and the actual flow rate was read by a flow meter (F01) mounted on the pipeline system. A section of pipeline was replaced by the ERT sensor, placing horizontally. The inner radius of the ERT sensor is 1.75 cm and the distance between each ring is 5.3 cm. Two out of four temperature probes were placed near the ERT sensor, one is at the inlet of the sensor (T02) and the other mounted with a conductivity meter (CS01) was placed at the outlet of the ERT sensor. Twenty flow rates were applied in the pipeline loop randomly, from 39 kg h$^{-1}$ (5 rpm) to 928 kg h$^{-1}$ (108 rpm). Voltage data were collected by ITS P2000 ERT system (parameter setting see Table 1) and processed in MATLAB for imaging. The data at flow rate of 10 kg h$^{-1}$ (1.5 rpm) was used as the reference.
4.1. ERT images

Figure 5 shows the reconstructed images by averaging 50 frames of voltage data at the same flow rate. The images at flow rates of 74 kg h\(^{-1}\) and 606 kg h\(^{-1}\) were selected, referring to the motor speed of 10 rpm and 75 rpm, respectively. According to Figure 5, a higher conductivity is shown near the pipeline wall, forming an annular distribution in the 2-D cross-sectional view, showing in all planes. The larger the flow rate, the higher the conductivity at the wall. These results confirm the previous findings in the cup and bob rheometer that the conductivity varies by different shear rates, giving a possibility to estimate the local velocity of shampoo in the horizontal pipeline based on the conductivity distribution by ERT.

4.2. Velocity fit

As a result of previous findings from the study on the shampoo behaviour, the conductivity is a function of the shear rate. The velocity profile with the shear rate can be replaced by the velocity with the conductivity distribution in the pipeline. The conductivity data can be obtained by extracting the element data from the reconstructed images as shown in Figure 5. The conductivity of
each element is plotted against the related radius to the center of the pipeline, as shown in Figure 6 (a). The large variation of conductivities at the wall comes from the high sensitivity near electrodes which is sensitive to any noise in the reconstruction on the exterior elements. A four-order polynomial function ($f(r)$) was used to fit the local conductivity against its location (local radius). The red solid line in Figure 6(a) is the original fit for the conductivity and the green dashed line is the adjusted fitting line that to make sure all element data over the reference value ($f(r) \geq \SI{2.7}{S/m}$). If the local velocity is inversely linear to the change in shear rate, a representation of the shear rate, $\dot{\gamma}$, over the pipe can be written as,

$$\dot{\gamma} = -\frac{du}{dr}$$  \quad (7)

where $u$ is the local velocity, $r$ is the local radius of the element. Then $\dot{\gamma}$ is replaced by the function of conductivity to radius ($f(r)$):

$$u(r) \cong \int_0^R -f(r) \, dr$$  \quad (8)

where $u(r)$ is the velocity profile to radius, $R$ is the inner radius of the pipeline, $R = \SI{1.75}{cm}$. According to the third assumption in the capillary rheometer, the velocity at the wall is 0 ($u(R) = 0$). A velocity profile can be calculated by Eq.
and plotted as shown in Figure 6 (b). The calculated flow rate is given by

$$Q_{cal} = \int_{0}^{R} 2\pi u(r)r \, dr$$

(9)

4.3. Temperature fit
The rheology of shampoo is highly temperature dependent. The viscosity of shampoo decreases by approx. 10% whilst the conductivity increases by 2.5% when the temperate increases by 1 °C. Analysis of the shampoo and its temperature response to flow rate was investigated by pumping the shampoo in the pipeline loop for 45 minutes at 4 flow rates, i.e. 111 kg h⁻¹, 223 kg h⁻¹, 433 kg h⁻¹ and 624 kg h⁻¹. Figure 7 shows the change in calculated flow rate corresponding to the change in temperature. The higher the flow rate, the larger the change in temperature. The gradient (m), regarding to the change in calculated ERT flow rate to the change in temperature, is plotted against the actual flow rate, as shown in Figure 7(b). A trend line is plotted, using for the temperature fit to the velocity profile. The flow rate is calibrated to 25 °C, which can be expressed as

$$Q_{temp} = \frac{Q_{cal}}{3123.5 \times Q_{mea}^{-0.793} \times \left( \frac{T}{25} - 1 \right) + 1}$$

(10)
where $Q_{\text{temp}}$ is the estimated flow rate after temperature fit, $T$ is the actual temperature, read from the temperature probe at the outlet of the ERT sensor and $Q_{\text{mea}}$ is the actual flow rate, read from the flow meter, constants 3123.5 and -0.793 are calculated from fit of m to the actual flow rate, shown in Figure 7(b).

![Figure 7: Temperature effect on flow rate by ERT, (a) Change in calculated flow rate by ERT against the change in temperature when pumping shampoo for 45 minutes, (b) the gradient of ERT flow rate change to temperature against actual flow rate.](image)

The scale between actual and temperature fitted flow rate is plotted against the actual flow rate and fitted by a linear line, as shown in Figure 8. The line has a better fit to the low flow rates whilst more variation appears at high flow rates. The final flow rate is calibrated by a fixed scale factor to the actual flow rate.

![Figure 9 plots the calibrated flow rate and the actual flow rate for the 20 measurements. Higher accuracy is achieved by ERT when pumping the shampoo at a lower flow rate. Notable difference between the actual and ERT flow rate is observed when continually pumping shampoo at high flow rate, which conduces to a large temperature change and causes the calibration of the flow rate by ERT out of the temperature fit.](image)
4.4. Comparison to theoretical values

Despite the viscosity profile fits well with Ellis model, as shown in Figure 2(a), the velocity profile is extremely difficult to derive. To simplify the calculation, shampoo viscosity is represented as a Newtonian model part and power-law model part. The shear stress $\tau$ within a circular pipe is represented by

$$\tau = -\frac{r}{2} \left( \frac{\delta P}{\delta x} \right)$$

(11)

where $\frac{\delta P}{\delta x}$ is the pressure drop gradient \[20\].

For the power-law model part of the profile, the shear stress is $n$ power of velocity gradient that can be given by

$$\tau = K \left( \frac{\delta u}{\delta r} \right)^n$$

(12)
where $K$ is a constant. Integrating into Eq. (11) produces a velocity profile of

$$u = \left(-\frac{1}{2K} \left(\frac{\delta P}{\delta x}\right)\right)^{1/n} \left(\frac{n}{n+1}\right)(R^{(n+1)/n} - r^{(n+1)/n})$$

(13)

When using the no slip boundary condition, the shear thinning is at the highest shear rate, i.e. $u = 0$ at $r = R$. The velocity profile can be calculated until the shear rate moves into the Newtonian model part of the viscosity curve, i.e. the lower shear rate at the centre of the pipe. In this model, the shear stress is simply proportional to the velocity gradient, which is given by

$$\tau = \mu \left(\frac{\delta u}{\delta r}\right)$$

(14)

where $\mu$ is a constant. Integrating into Eq. (11) produces a velocity profile of

$$u = -\frac{1}{4\mu} \left(\frac{\delta P}{\delta x}\right)(R_C^{-2} - r^2) + u_C$$

(15)

When using the boundary condition that the velocity is equal to the velocity calculated from the shear thinning part at the radius of change, i.e. $u = u_C$ at $r = R_C$. The velocity profile is integrated across the radius to calculate the total flow rate, the pressure drop is then calculated to match the total measured flow rate by the flow meter. Figure 10 plots the calibrated local velocity and the theoretical velocity profile by Eq. (13) and (15) at three flow rates, 218 kg h$^{-1}$, 423 kg h$^{-1}$ and 606 kg h$^{-1}$ by ERT. The velocity profiles by ERT are highly consistent with the theoretical values.

Figure 10: Theoretical and calibrated ERT velocity profile with radius
5. Conclusion

This paper shows that ERT measurements have the capability to measure the velocity profile based on the changes in conductivity due to the micro-structure change of a material response to different shear. This effect could be used for a real-time in-line rheometer based on ERT. While many literatures have been published on the in-line rheometer based on several non-tomography and tomography techniques including ERT, none of those has achieved the true process flow condition in laboratory. The method presented in this paper is implemented by calculating the velocity profiles of shampoo by varying flow rate only and has several advantages over those presented in previous papers. Firstly it is simple to implement as there is no tracer needed to be added. Then, this method does not suffer from the problem caused by tracer as other in-line measurement does. As an initial stage, the paper has been presented the relationship among conductivity, temperature and shear rate, successfully obtained the local velocity to fit the actual flow rate by calibrating temperature. The velocity profile by ERT fits the theoretical values, giving a promising approach for the in-line rheometer by ERT.
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